
 

 

 

 

BUNNIES 

YOU WILL NEED 

 TEMPLATES PROVIDED 

 LOLLIES / CHOCOLATES to fill favour bag 

TOOLS: 

 SCISSORS 

 PAINT BRUSHES 

 HOT GLUE GUN / GLUE STICKS 

 CRAFT GLUE 

 FINE BLACK PERMANENT PEN  

PRODUCTS: 

 FAVOUR BAG (CLEAR – ITEM 46905)) you can opt for one of our coloured bags in the range 

 DECOFOAM EGGS (MEDIUM – ITEM 49951 X 2) (LARGE X 1) 

 GLITTER (WHITE ITEM: 88569) 

 WHITE FELT (ITEM 50500) 

 PINK STICKO FELT (ITEM 50550) 

 JOGGLE EYES (ITEMS: 49025 and 49023) 

 POM POMS (WHITE mixed size bag ITEM: 49240) (you will need 2 lge / 1 med for this project 

 POM POMS (PASTEL MIX item 49219 to use for noses / buttons) 

 CHENILLE STICKS (neon) item 48991 

 NARROW RIBBON e.g. item 56924 for a small bow 

 RIBBON 15MM e.g. item 58599 – any patterned ribbon from our vast ranges 

INSTRUCTIONS 

FAVOUR BAG BUNNY 

 Fill your favour bag to however fat you want your bunny to be and tie the bag off with a pretty ribbon bow. I 

used a pink zigzag but we have many alternatives 

 From the template provided cut out a set of ears, feet and hands (ASSEMBLE the EARS and FEET i.e. STICK the 

pink inner STICKO ear to the white felt ear piece and the pink STICKO  foot PIECE to the white felt foot piece) 

 Put your double-sided foot pink side down and hot glue your filled lolly bag to the white foot piece (this makes 

for a more solid foot stand for your bunny) 

 Hot glue a large pom-pom to the back to make your bunny tail (glue it low and the tail will help to rest the 

bunny so he is more stable) 

 About a third of the way down the sides of the filled bag, attach the hands on opposite sides to each other. 

 The BUNNY HEAD is made from a medium egg (item 49951) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 Turn your egg pointy side down. Onto the back at the top of the rounded part of the egg hot glue your ears 

 Now we can give him a face. Glue two medium size stick-on joggle eyes to his face (item 49025); and hot glue 

a small pink pom-pom on for his nose. 

 With a fine black pen draw in the bunny’s mouth and teeth 

 FINAL step ... open out the top of the tied up favour bag so the egg will fit in. Drop some hot glue into what is 

now the neck and sit the pointy end of the egg into the glue. Your bunny now complete. Although you can jazz 

him up a bit with some buttons down the front of his tummy using more of the small coloured pom-poms 

from pastel mix. 

EGG BUNNIES (one large / one small) 

 From the template provided cut out the appropriate ears, feet and face pieces for our bunny pair (ASSEMBLE 

the EARS and FEET i.e. STICK the pink inner STICKO ears to the white felt ear piece (one large set/one small 

set) and the pink STICKO  foot PIECE to the white felt foot piece) 

 Using a paint brush cover your eggs in glue and dip into white glitter (OPTIONAL as the egg is already white) 

 Hot glue the fat part of the eggs (the bottoms) to their foot pieces (these are the same size) 

 Hot glue a large white pom-pom to the bottom of the large egg and a medium pom-pom to the smaller egg 

bottom. Remember if you glue them low enough they can act as a stabiliser to keep you egg from falling over. 

 Hot glue the large ear piece to the back of the big bunny head and the smaller ear piece to the back of the 

smaller bunny’s head 

 Now turn our friend around and give them some faces. Stick-on eyes first. Medium pair for large bunny and 

smaller pair for small bunny 

 Peel paper off their appropriate face pieces and stick them on 

 Now just the whiskers to go. Cut up a thin pink chenille stick into ten pieces. 

 Stick three whiskers into big bunny’s face either side of his nose and two whiskers either side of small bunny 

 FINALLY dress them up with a small bow hot glued to the top of the head between the ears (you can use 

ribbon or even a thin chenille stick makes a pretty bow) 

 

 




